
hello assenna,  

 

happy easter,  

thank you for all the good work you doing  

 

i want to share this info with you, and i hope u will share it on your page so that everyone is aware of the 

situation and respnsible of his/her actions towards achieving a common goal , which is saving fellow brothers 

and sisters out there  . . . 

 

yesterday I was chatting with hamdy al azazy, the egyptian activist who is actively involved in helping refugees 

in the sinai deserts.  . . .while discussing on how i can be of little help towards freeing two eritrean girls from 

cairo police station, , he shared me this piece of info . . . very touching, and very cruical.  

 

i am sharing you (assenna) a copy of the piece he wrote me in the middle of our facebook chat, and am sending 

you a shot of the chat from my computer screen - . . .please do not hesitate to reach me for more proof, 

(tel ..............) ... or am sure hamdy himself will be happy to reveal the truth himself . . . lets act fast. 

 

thanks  

 

 

..................................................................................................................................................... 

 

the full text he wrote me reads as follows . . .  

 

Hamdy Al-azazy: 
Thanks for your nice words , I want get the prize from God , I do this work and I am 
happy from 2006 until this moment , save thousands of Refugees from the hand of 
traffickers .I buried over 2000 most of them Eritrean , 1614 only in Arish , and I make 
especial cemetery for them , help thousands in Hospital , some died , but I have no 
money to save the expensive medicine for them , I want do more , but no budget , no 
body make any finance or help for me , UN or the Egyptian Government , but it ,s ok 
finally I succeed to stop this suffering for ever in Sinai , no trafficking any more in 
Sinai this moment . The problem make me feel sick , from my Experience for a long 
time , I can see more clear than any person out of Sinai , who really work from hard 
to help the refugees , and who use the Eritrean problems to make business , few 
Eritrean and Ethiopian , I know them very well and talk about them help the 
Refugees like Dr Alganesh , but another woman used the Eritrean problems to make 
Business , like Meron Estefanos , she live in Sweden, may be that is not logic for you 
and not accepted to believe , but this is the true , probably criticize than actually die , 
so that they provide better or change the shape of the performance in the delivery of 
humanitarian message . I only say what I saw. I sent thousands of reports and 
photos for a long time ago to ( Meron ) and I did not type on one day my name or the 
name of my organization on these images . I search diligently for the missing who 
received their photos and their information from ( Meron ) and I give her my respond 
in less of three days , there are thousands who asked me about , relatives and 
families from Eritrea , Sudan and Ethiopia . Some of them , i told them that their son 
or daughter was killed and these picture the body in hospital or at the burial. And for 
many times asked me ( Meron ) to attend to the Sinai , and frankly I am very happy , 
because I expected of her , that she will provide the maximum help to Eritrean 
children , women and young Eritrean in prison ( Sinai , Egypt ), but , what I saw was 
just the opposite . Meron in Cairo attended a Mercedes limousine, with a team of 
French photographers who I met with them before and know them well , and they 
visit me and do program for Eritrean on French. (Meron) book five-star hotel + 
limousine Mercedes and a private driver for three days. Everything I did to ( Meron ) 



interviews with people who have important in the case involving Eritrean , and took 
her to the police station to see the Eritrean and Sudanese , after asked the Director 
the police department that Meron will make shoot , and he did so courteous to me . 
Do not landed that ( Meron ) may come to work not only not visit humanity , Meron 
did not provide medicine or food or clothing to the poor Eritrean , I said to myself how 
much she spent , may be minimum 15000$ dollars in ten days ( first class tickets tow 
ways for her and the TV team , three person + five star Hotel in Sinai and Cairo for 
the same numbers+ rent Mercedes can with Driver + food in a high class hotel and 
restaurant during journey from hotels and Mercedes and she did not pay one dollar 
to the Eritrean & Ethiopian Refugees in the prisons to buy medicine for them .she 
only come to Sinai to make films and propagandas , not to save and help her people 
, Here the only criticize the behavior and not the luxury of criticizing human sample. I 
feel sick some time when I sow her to talk in Conferences, on video programs etc . 
 

 


